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ESSAY

What is the present state of Negro-Slavery.

BY

JAMES O'KELLY.

I surveyed, and considered all the oppressions that are done under the sun: behold, the estate of such is were oppressed, and they had no comfort; and on the side of the oppressor, there was power. Wherefore I pilled the dead more than the living. Eccles. iv, ver. 1, 2.

Surely oppression maketh a wise man mad. Eccles. xii. 7.

Did not I weep for him that was in trouble? Was not my soul grieved for the poor? Job xxxi. 25.

O my soul, come not thou into their secrets. Curshed be their singers; for was Lance; and their wrath; for it was cruel. Gen. xxxii. 6, 7.

PHILADELPHIA

PRINTED BY RICHARD & HALL, IN MARKET STREET, BETWEEN FRONT AND SECOND STREETS.

1789.
To the Reader.

So much has been said on this subject by my superiors, that from a sense of my inferiority I often have shrunk back from the challenge. Not that I looked upon it as difficult to prove the injustice of slavery, for a man of half sense can see that; but I was reluctant to become an author. Yet the word of the Lord, whenever I thought of declining, would burn like fire in my bones, and rob me of my sleep. I then set my face to seek my God in the matter, by strong cries, prayer, and fasting. Often the Almighty is pleased to confound the wise by the weak; and considering the groveling objections of many of the people, which the first-rate men think not worth their notice, I could not tell, but a piece, the language of which could cope with their low objections, might strike the right vein. I think, it is not the pride of my heart that brings me up to see the battle, or induces me to undertake to engage with Goliath: "Is there not a cause?"
ESSAY

on

Negro-Slavery.

SECTION I

In order to state the subject fairly, it will be necessary to examine the rise and progress of Negro-Slavery, so far as it may concern us; together with many unavoidable consequences attending it.

So many worthy men of great abilities have been already employed in opening this grand abomination, that I may, and shall be, brief.

Africa was inhabited by a peaceable, hospitable people, happily stationed by the order of Heaven in a fruitful land; the climate of which was perfectly suitable to its natives, who were independent of Europe long before the discovery of America. For many centuries past the blacks in general have been without the glorious light of the gospel; but not without that light which in some degree lighteth every man that cometh into the world: whereby they are enabled to form ideas of moral good and evil. They also discover some glimmerings of the divine law. Although their souls grovel in great darkness, yet they are able to form rules of justice and equity. This is the law written in their hearts, by which they will be judged at the awful day!

The British traded with these amicable creatures, free from dread, bartering mere trifles for gold and ivory; and found them to be kind friends and useful neighbours.

The folly and cruelty of the whites bring to my mind the boy and goose in the fable. The goose laid a golden egg every day, but the insatiable thirst for gold, could not be allayed by so gradual an income. His eye was evil against

A 3
A few weeks past, I received a letter from a gentleman, who had long declared himself a friend to the Methodist Brethren. In which letter I received an injunction to forbear condemning the practice of slavery, unless I could draw vouchers from the Bible to prove my assertions. He also informed me that my own brethren among whom I was labouring, had acquainted him that they were willing and desirous that I would bring the contest to this issue; and moreover, if I refused so to do, they for ever should believe, there was something at the bottom besides Religion! This unexpected challenge laid me under the necessity of exerting my feeble efforts with my spiritual weapons, for my justification, in exploding slavery.
his friendly creature, and his callous heart refused to relent at her cries. He ripped her up, and so too late discovered his madness. The moral is obvious.

For an account of the manner in which slaves were at first procured, I refer you to Mr. Wesley's thoughts on slavery, likewise to Mr. Clarkson's Essay on Slavery. The blacks were a people averse to war; as it is common to people in hot climates. Slaves are procured by the following measures: the poor innocent people would come on board by an invitation, then the Christians would hoist sail and carry them away. Others are seized and dragged on board, or taken by the force of arms, others (especially the poor people's children) are stolen from the roads, or whilst they are at play, or engaged in their business, viz. that of keeping the birds from destroying their grain; from thence they are snatched away, never to see their parents more.

Historians inform us, that about the year 1551, the British introduced a trade with Africa for gold and elephant teeth; but finding the inhabitants defenceless and ignorant, the eye of the Christians became evil against their neighbours. An avaricious principle took root in their hearts, and soon had its desired influence on their practices, and the shameful trade began. After the example of the Portuguese, fire-arms and spirituous liquors were then introduced. War, confusion, fire-brands, arrows, and death, spread misery and ruin among the poor Africans. Their tender feelings were soon effaced, and instead thereof, malice, hatred, revenge, with every uncharitable temper against each other, so opposite to that eternal rule of love, which is an injunction on all mankind, were produced by this infernal trade. — I may therefore with assurance say, that the heathens were ruined by the counsel and example of CHRISTIANS.

If the children of God are merciful peace-makers, these white men may be truly called the children of the devil. Thus it was that the poor blacks were set at variance. Towns were soon in flames: human blood ran like water. Several fruitful countries were depopulated. Those who were flying from the shocking storm were seized by kidnappers, and hurried away as sheep to the slaugbter. Swarms of captives were haled to the ships like droves of cattle, with a final “farewell to my dear native land, and all my dearest connections; I am bound to the doleful regions of slavery!” This perhaps was nearly the language of the hearts of all those that were made the subjects...
subjects of this tragedy.—They soon with trembling dread appear before the CHRISTIAN OPPRESSORS, who were waiting for their prey!

CHRISTIANS could behold their vassals with hellish joy and scorn! strip and search male and female; and generally in that shameful condition would drive them into the vessel, where they would be so violently crushed together, that many of them would miserably expire. Some of those wretched creatures have watched for a providential opportunity, and leaped into the friendly sea, which concealed them from the rage of the CHRISTIANS; choosing strangling and death, rather than the dreadful life of slavery! Yes, they have starved themselves, and taken other painful methods to emancipate themselves from the CHRISTIANS.

The ships that conveyed these unhappy people, could often be distinguished from other vessels by the sharks that followed them! Those voracious monsters preyed upon the poor Africans! The living are conveyed to the seasoning islands (so-called) where numbers expire! Their wretched survivors are branded like horses and cattle, shamefully examined a second time, and then brought out as good, honest, salable property! The American-christian chooses his vassals without regard to relations, and while they cling in each other's arms, lamenting their woful situation in their mother-tongue: the man with a whip and an inflexible heart (though a christian) soon breaks the tender embrace! Hardship and misery, with a spirit of bondage unto fear (both among us, as well as in the islands) is generally their lot for life, until death delivers them, and they rest from their labours. Behold and fee, if ever sorrow was like their sorrow, where with the CHRISTIANS afflict them!

Their situation (generally) is as follows:—The families are miserably crowded together in dirty pens, without any real family-comfort, even where the husband and wife dwell together under one mator: their conception and birth (too commonly) are not as private as that of brutes in the forest! A slave hath not power to do those duties incumbent on him towards his family; nor the satisfaction of being with them in sickness and distress. They are deprived of the liberty of seeking GCD and their souls' salvation in many instances. In a word, slavery is insufferable in its nature. A slave is looked upon as the property of the master; who is his own legislator (as touching the slave) to curse, abuse, drive rigorously.
ly, fell, change, give, &c. Yes, beat without restriction; mark, brand, and enslave him: and even when life itself is taken away, it is but very little regarded. Perhaps there may be a small stir if one is murdered, but it is nothing but a ham-slaughter! His wife and children (if slaves) are all saleable property; so that the slave cannot say that even his life is his own. They see their wives and children in suffering circumstances, but have no way to relieve them! They fee their bleeding backs, but dare not say, "Why is this abuse?" They are torn from each other to satisfy debus, and to be parted among the favoured legatees. This is tolerated by the sons of liberty, who risked their lives to deliver themselves from political bondage. The stains of the blood may, perhaps, still be found! The tears of the fathers, mothers and widows have not yet ceased flowing. Yet the worst of slavery is tolerated with all its train of inhuman consequences!

And what still serves to augment my pain, my beloved Methodist brethren approve of it. But not all. Where shall I turn mine eye from seeing of evil, or mine ears from hearing of blood! The sorrows of my heart are enlarged by hearing, and mine eye afflicts my soul, in beholding the sorrowful scenes that have lately fallen within my province.

On the Lord's day in the evening, as I was walking and meditating, I saw a man-flave sitting alone with a book in his hand, who appeared to be in deep distress. I drew near to him, and asked the cause of his trouble. With a deep sigh he gave me the substance of the following relation: "My dear wife and all my children are removed far from me towards the south, and I shall see them no more. And what has augmented my pain is, a verbal message to me from her, to love her till I die, as she would me; and that she never would have another man. Formerly I was much engaged for the salvation of my soul, but now, I think, I shall be overcome, so as to sell my body and soul together!"

A woman-flave in Charlotte-County, Virginia, whose husband was removed to Georgia, so regretted his lot, that had it not been for the kind providence of the Almighty, through the activity of her young mistress, she would have ended her wretched life with a halter!

A poor slave a few months past, lost his wife and children, who were sold as to many cattle, to discharge a debt——He pined away to a mere skeleton, and gave up the ghost!
O husbands, who have tender wives and precious children, can you acquiesce with a law that tolerates a practice so inhuman, which enslaves human creatures who have as much right to their natural liberty as to the common air? You are constrained inwardly to acknowledge, "'tis not altogether just and equitable, but necessity calls, and it must be so now. I wish they had never been brought here, but I see no better way for them at present." On this miserable excuse the slave-holder sets his foot. I saw a slave near New-River, who was lamenting the loss of a wife and seven children, who were then on their way to South Carolina. His grief appeared to me to be intolerable, too heavy to be borne without divine assistance, which I trust he had. An addition to his grief was, a message he had received of her sorrow on the road, that it was so great, that they were obliged to carry her in the wagggon. I endeavoured to comfort him with the pleasures of the other world and religion. Now, reader, put thy soul (only by reflection) in his soul's place, and try the enormous weight!

A few days ago, an unlucky slave, who returned home rather later than his time, was met by an unfart Overseer, and killed upon the path, as every concurring circumstance declared. Yet Christians plead for the law of slavery; if I dare call it a law.

A master who drank to excess, one morning, lately, took his man-slave, and hoisted and weighed him by a tobacco-beam fixed between his legs, another standing on the beam to incanafe the pain; beat, cut, and lathed him, till the blood poured down in streams: the slave begged for mercy, but in vain; then spake in a soft manner to the tyrant, saying, master, you have killed me. He then lifted up his eyes to Heaven and expired.

I hope murderers are still spared, and slavery tolerated in our free United States! The land is a mere Acdama, the earth and all we possess is stained with blood! Dear Zion too, is built up with blood! These poor outcasts of men have no kind law to protect them from abuses of every kind, or to allow them some small pittance for a life of hard labour. Do not call a few rags and scarce bread, hire. Yes, life itself is not protected as it ought to be. A white man's character is regarded more than the life of a slave! This is but a very short narrative of the miserable consequences of slavery.
We now proceed to inquire, whether the motives which introduced slavery, were from the lust of the flesh, or the divine impulse of the Holy Ghost? The Spirit of God works tender-heartedness, bowl of mercy and love, with the fruits thereof. Love is the fulfilling of the law: it is the very basis of the Christian Religion, taught by the eternal Son of God. Our Lord gives it as his commandment, that we should love one another. This is the charity that seeketh not her own, but is kind. Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ.

We are an enlightened people, and therefore God requires us to do justice, and to love mercy. Micah 6. The works of the flesh are manifest in this grand abomination, from the rise thereof, to this present period. Ask your consciences, why you keep slaves? Cannot I answer in behalf of thy brethren, for the sake of ease, honor and self-interest: "The flesh is lustful to every. Be ye well assured that slavery is a work of the flesh, afflicted by the devil; a mystery of iniquity, that works like witchcraft, to darken your understanding, and harden your hearts against conviction. And will ye live after the flesh and die? or, through the Spirit mortify the deeds of the body, and live? Beyond contradiction, great is the mystery of this grand abomination. And we must declare slavery to be, robbery, spoil, yea, cruelty, and oppression, in the strongest sense of the words! O Britain, what hast thou done? The voice of thy neighbour's blood crieth against thee!

Thou mayest with our Americans be so vain as to conclude that either God hath forgotten this, or the long continuance hath worn away the evil. Or, perhaps you judge, that as the Almighty suffered it to be done, he tolerates it by a divine permission, seeing it is of so long continuance. So might the kings of Egypt have said, when they oppressed Israel so many centuries. Remember, vain man, God's command runs thus; "Touch not my people, and do my prophets no harm." Yet he suffered the Jews and Romans to beat and abuse, censure and condemn, imprison and kill his own dear people. The servant is not above his master. You will observe St. John's vision, that he heard the souls of the martyrs beneath the altar, crying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our blood upon those that dwell on the earth?" Rev. vi. 9, 10. Thus you will observe, the innocent blood is virtually crying out, and so are the wages which men are defrauded of. Surely the blood of Africa is gone before to judgment.
O ye bloody overseers—ye devils incarnate, drop your whips, andstand trembling, yourselves, before GOD! We approve of our forefathers' deeds, we build up and garnish their sepulchres! We must shake hands with bloody robbers! Yea, we are continually robbing fathers and mothers of their children, husbands of their wives, and wives of their husbands. Surely, if my reader be a parent, he must with me (who am also a parent) agree, that if our souls were in their souls place, and we were to see our dear Johnny, Tommy, Polly, Nancy, Patsey, &c. dragged away by our enemies into perpetual slavery, we should unite our cries to heaven, "Lord, we are oppressed, undertake for us." Melancholy and intolerable state! I am more than astonished to hear those learned gentlemen, generally known by the appellation of Clergy, standing in the pulpit, and with lifted eyes praying: "That it may please thee to have mercy upon all prisoners and captives," and the people answering, "We beseech thee to hear us good Lord." To which they have my amen. In the evening the clerk stands at the door of the Lord's house of prayer, and with a loud voice proclaims, that such a gentleman's captive is absconded and is now outlawed. Liberty is hereby given to any man to kill the said slave, for such transgression, besides £ reward: 1

Gracious Lord! who dost not let fall fire and brimstone to consume us for hypocrites, and monsters of daring wickedness. The brave sons of liberty are as infatiate as bloodhounds, crying out, "kill him, runaway negro," and never cease till dead or alive they seize the trembling delinquent, who fled from some gathering storm, or insupportable labour. And although it is death by our decrees, he would feel no more condemned by his Maker, if he could have taken wings and fled to Africa, than a soldier who was taken prisoner and made his escape. GOD hath from the beginning given every man a law which we jutifiy call, "An eternal rule of right." "It is holy, just and good." It defends my person, liberty, character, and all my property—my wife, children, and servants. But slavery breaks every part of this law, and consequently is an eternal rule of wrong.

Can any one have the assurance to suppose, that in order to give us carnal pleasure in indulging our idlenesses, feeding our pride and lust, like fed horses, till we are grown as fat as Jethuron, and kick and more grievously, rebel than ever, that GOD would ruin and butcher so many thousands of our inoffensive fellow-creatures? If there be such a being in existence
It hence as may be called a GOD, who was the author of this tragedy, it must be one of those gods that ascend up from the bottomless pit. Such a god I defy in the name and strength of Jesus, and proclaim eternal war against him! He is from beneath. My adorable GOD is from above. It is the prince of this world, who blinds the eyes of the people, who is judged and condemned already. The GOD of the christians is light, and shines into their hearts: his nature and property is ever to have mercy and to forgive.

S. E C T. II.

Having thus investigated slavery, as it stands on its own basis in America, it must appear to every judicious person to be a practice replete with iniquity on one side; but misery and woe on the other. We now therefore proceed to inquire, What evil those captives have done, that they and their posterity should be for ever thus abused? Many false witnesses have risen up against them, though they cannot prove what they assert: neither does their witness agree—Even a heathen thinks it an unreasonable thing to drag a prisoner to the judgment-seat, and not declare his crime. Which of our ancestors have they defrauded? When did the Africans plunder our ships, or drag our dear relations into the painful regions of slavery? Do their primitive-flage (if I may be allowed the expression) of humanity, they were very hospitable to strangers: but now their morals are much corrupted by the precepts and examples of the CHRISTIANS: they are now jealous of strangers, but especially of CHRISTIANS. The name of a christian is as hateful and terrible to them as that of a savage to us! If a man in Africa happens to stay from home beyond the appointed time, the wife cries out "He is fallen into the hands of the CHRISTIANS."

O my beloved brethren, ye heaven-born sons and daughters of liberty, when it goes well with you and your tender babes around you, do you never remember our poor brother Joseph, in confinement, who was sold from his father by his cruel brethren? "The iron is now entering into his very soul." Tears are gathering in mine eyes, while I muse upon
upon their unfortunate condition! Poor people! Supposing the
first slaves that were brought to America, had been cruel ene-
mies to our fore-fathers, so that the annual satisfaction we
required, was 10,000 slaves, branded 'n' cattle, and driven
as oxen to cultivate our lands, we would all conclude that
their crimes must be very leonious indeed, to meet with
such treatment, as to be torn from all their dear relations, and
that too with the loss of liberty to pull at the hoe in the ene-
mies countries, where there are so many task-mistresses for the
field gang, and task-mistresses for the spinning and washing
wenches (so called), but among them all, no pay-mistresses;
unless it be the man with the whip! Were their deserts equal to
their sufferings, yet might not a man of human feelings be al-
lowed to say, "O sirs, in the midst of deserved wrath, remem-
ber mercy."

But if all that hath been said with regard to their crimes
were true, and you who hold them, should refuse to have pity
on account of the injury you had sustained by them; I
would farther urge my inquiry, and ask, What evil have
their poor children done, that they also are doomed to perpetual
slavery! They are given away before they are born, having
done neither good nor evil!

O my brethren, these poor afflicted people do not deserve
this treatment at our hands. Whatever has been done among
Jews or barbarous nations, such doings do not become Chri-

From the beginning it was not so. Man's authority
over beasts is a donation from GOD, but man's absolute
authority over man is no donation from GOD. Indeed the
authority man hath over birds and beasts is under certain re-
strictions: the ox may plough and tread out the grain, but
must not be muzzled. Creatures may be used, and every
creature is good, but nothing must be abused.

Every body knows that these people never deserved such
treatment at our hands. No, my brethren, it is not because
they have injured you or yours, that you disobey the royal
law of Christ. The motive must certainly be different: per-
haps pride, avarice, idleness, or some other sinful lust, that
hardens your hearts against the misfortunes and misery of your
innocent, injure fellow men and women. O children of GOD,
have we not one father? O loving brethren, how do your hearts
feel upon serious reflection? Why do you for ever confer with

B
S E C T. III.

Having given my reader a brief account of the history of slavery, leaving out many things that have been discussed by Mr. J. Ramfay, in his essay on slavery—who (page 3.) informs us, that the devil was the author of slavery. (I expect my christian reader, if he could believe Mr. Ramfay, that the devil was the author of slavery, would never hold a slave longer than till he could break his yoke.)

We will now examine the doctrine of the Bible, and my reader will plainly discover how it opposes this grand abomination. That the promised Messiah was the rest of Deut. 18, was a fundamental article of the Hebrews' faith; to this glorious Shiloh they looked through all the types and shadows; and therefore in some sense the gospel was preached to Abraham and the whole church of God. The inspired prophets taught and revealed the will of God to the people. They advanced the doctrine of faith in the promised Saviour— informed the people of the meaning of circumcision, that it was a sign and seal, signifying the circumcision of the heart. They also taught them rules of justice and equity, to love their neighbours, and to shew kindness to strangers. They also pressed holiness on them in all manner of living, because their God was holy.

The Lord God of Israel declared by the mouth of his servant Ezekiel, that his ways were equal, but theirs unequal. Ch. 18. Pride, idleness, violence, spoil and oppression, were exclaimed against as grand abominations in the sight of God. Shall we who live in the day of perfect light, irradiated by the resplendent beams of Heaven, justify these things on gospel principles? Where are our enlightened-souls, beholding Christ crucified? Where is that faith that purifies the heart, working by love? Where is the true disciple of Christ, poor in spirit, meek in heart, thirsting after holiness, crucified with Christ, dead to the world? The end of the gospel—
The gospel-command is universal charity out of a pure heart and faith unfeigned. The Christian is to make straight paths for himself; in his daily exercise and devotion his eye must be single—continually aiming at, in buying or selling, eating or drinking, the glory of GOD. Nothing should be repugnant to the following rules: viz. Whatever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are meet, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are of good report, think on these things, and square all your life thereby, fulfilling every relative duty—that of husbands, wives, parents, children, masters, and servants. Let my reader examine the glorious doctrine set before him, then look at the rise and progress of slavery, and compare it (if he is not ashamed) with the rise and progress of the religion of Jesus Christ, and it will appear as gloomy when opposed to the gospel, as a dark cloud before the resplendent beams of the sun.

S E C T. IV.

Thro' divine assistance I now undertake to reconcile the seeming contradictions in the sacred history on this important point, as I would by no means wish to break the sweet harmony that subsists between the old and new Testament. We must for this purpose endeavour to understand the difference between the dispensations—the difference between Moses, the Jewish lawgiver, and Jesus our lawgiver, with the government on his shoulders and the sceptre in his hand. Behold his disciples receiving a divine nature, even the mind of Christ, with a knowledge of the Father's will, which had been hid in ages before. When GOD called Abraham (Gen. xii.) he preached the gospel to him, saying, "In thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed;"—Africa not excepted. Jehovah entered into a covenant with Israel about 430 years after Abraham was called, and about 1491 before Christ. Then Jehovah instituted the laws of the covenant for the perfect government of his people, even the Decalogue, which stood as a glorious constitution, to which all laws were
to have recourse. This Decalogue was the laws of the ten commandments, the eternal rule of righteousness. Heb. viii. 10.

The Jewish church was a body political and ecclesiastical, who by the Lord's direction formed a code of national laws, to punish therewith the transgressors of the aforesaid constitution, or eternal rule of right. A sabbath-breaker, a disobedient son, were stoned to death! If a man's wife enticed her husband to idolatry, which is a breach of the great law and command, his eye should neither spare nor pity her, but she should die. Who of our gentlemen have revised the Levitical laws, and advised our legislature to adopt such measures here? If involuntary slavery stands, surely involuntary submission to God in all the externals of the Jewish law ought to follow, as the several links of a chain.

The heathen nations were an abominable set of creatures, worshipping devils in their different idols, with revelling, drunkenness, and obscene ceremonies; and by horrid murders, in sacrificing their children, would strive to appease the wrath of their gods! Such creatures were reproved judicially, lying under national curses in this world for a season, and under eternal damnation in the world to come, except they repented. Those nations clearly saw the invisible things of God, in their measure, by things that were seen in the visible creation, and were left without excuse. For they did not like to retain God in their thoughts, or glorify him as God, but became enemies to God and to his gracious designs. Therefore thus saith the Lord, "Be ye wise, O kings; take instruction, ye judges of the earth; kiss the Son, who through the loins of David, shall, in spite of you all, come to the throne; I will make an everlasting covenant in which all nations shall be blessed." But they refused. Therefore thus saith the Lord God, "Why do the heathen rage" (at David or the Messiah) "and the people imagine a vain thing, (as though they could overturn the purposes of Heaven) "the kings of nations combine, rulers counsel and conspire against God and his anointed," saying, let us refuse the government that refuses us our carnal pleasures. Right on said the devil, break those bands in fonder, and cast away those cords of discipline. "Then Jehovah spake in his wrath, and vexed them in his fore displeasure." He smiled at their folly. Thus he gave the Jews (of whom as concerning the flesh,

Christ
Christ came) power over the nations to rule them with a rod of iron. Psal. ii.

But under the glorious gospel-institution, it is not so. Christ refused the civil government with the honours of earth. He blends no religious and civil government together, but gathers out of all nations into one fold whoever becomes his willing subjects through the cogent power of the gospel; which gospel is his two-edged sword to the consciences of all who will receive the conviction thereof. Moses and his disciples having a zeal suitable to the times, could slay 3000 of their idolatrous brethren, Exod. xxxii. But Christ and his disciples spare, and pray “Father forgive.” We to America, if Moses’ disciples were to govern! The Lord’s disciples retained the same zeal until the death of their Master. Witness their desire to call for fire from Heaven to consume the Samaritans, as the prophet had before done. And also the night that our Lord was taken, Peter smote a servant of the high priest. But Christ ordered the sword to be put up, and healed the wound. So that we may say with St. Paul, “our weapons are not carnal.”

The Son of God did not come to destroy lives, but to save. Neither did he come to enslave men’s persons, but to preach the great jubilee. Involuntary slavery directly opposes the benevolent purposes of the Christian religion. The Christian religion is the pure unfeigned religion, gathering pious souls from every nation into one fold. The Christian, who through the Spirit hath received a divine nature, even the mind of Christ, hath learned of his great matter to be meek to his countrymen, neighbours and brethren, and the inhabitants of the remotest regions as well as of the nearest. He calls no man common or unclean. He is like his Father and his Master, whose sun shines upon the evil and the good, and who sends rain on the just and the unjust.

Remember, that “of one blood GOD made all nations,” Africa not excepted. Where the gospel-light and religion take root, the dark places of the earth cease from their cruelty. The Father hath given all flesh to his Son; his bounds are from sea to sea, and from the rivers to the ends of the earth; and by the gospel is now calling his sons from far, and his daughters from the ends of the earth.

Therefore be wise, O kings of nations; and ye rulers of America, be instructed, and break the jaws of the wicked.
and take the spoils out of his teeth. Will a man rob GOD? Ye have robbed him, even this whole nation, in seizing and enslaving the purchase of Christ's blood. We read in the Revelation, ch. xviii. of selling the souls of men, but it is not left as an example, for Christians. Is not America in this respect a sister to Babylon and Rome there spoken of? When shall our church be purified from spiritual whoredom, and this species of antichrist?

The primitive Christians did not support their ministers upon the hire of slaves procured for that purpose. May my fellow-labourers of different churches feel what I write, be convicted, by no means offended; and no longer support the gracious general gospel by the sweat and blood of the objects of GOD's mercy and subjects of gospel-grace! This hath more the appearance of wolves than shepherds. Yet I humbly pray, that I may not be looked upon as an enemy to any man, because I tell the truth. I will allow as much as possible for the prejudice of education and former ignorance of blind guides. But now light is come, let us put off the works of darkness.

I return to you, my Methodist brethren, whose ministers do not lord it over you; neither are we your hirelings by laying you under the power of a civil process. But the love of Christ constrains us, and let the same love constrain you, my beloved, to carry on our Master's honourable cause in the primitive manner to his glory. And you and we shall receive our reward, when the Great Shepherd and Bishop shall appear. And let our hearts be gladened, and our hands strengthened, by clearing away this blood and oppression. O brethren, will you be made clean? When shall it once be? You degrade and wrong the very members of Christ, who takes this wrong as done to himself; but yet, mercifully bearing with you still, is ready to forgive, because many of you know not what you do. Oh! how is Jesus wounded by his friends! Will you open afresh his wound-ed side? Forbear your threats: hold your hand; you will remember those lashes another day with sorrow.
Tis an invariable rule, as touching testimony, that two or three witnesses shall confirm and establish a truth; but yet under certain restrictions, namely, the witnesses must be reputable characters, and their witness must agree. Now, my brethren, I stand at your bar, yea, I lie, as a servant (not a slave) at your feet; and if you think me worthy to be received as a brother, take me into your arms and press my throbbing heart to yours. Can you deny the authenticity of my testimony against this evil? Search it to the bottom, and acknowledge the strength of it, founded on the attested revelation of Heaven, and on the principles of reason. As touching my own interest in pursuing the destruction of slavery, all men who know me, and what I have done in giving up my little all, must discern that money moves me not. And as to honour, it is most certain I cannot aim at that; witness the false reports and bitter reflections sounding in your ears, concerning me. As to prejudice in favour of any class of people or colour, it is rather on your side. I can inform you of an instance that happened lately, whereby I discovered my prejudice: viz., At the Lord's table a few months past, there were several Christian-slaves at the last table, and a very discreet white woman (as I thought) amongst them. I afterwards inquired what humble genteel white woman that was among the blacks? They informed me, she was a slave. You may be sure it wounded my soul, and I sought out a secret place to weep and bewail my father; and for some time could not be comforted. At last I discovered my prejudice in favour of mine own colour, and herein do confess my infirmity and prejudice of education. Were I to see my white brethren, with their wives and children in the doleful state of slavery, surely sorrow would overwhelm me. The Lord perfect what is lacking in me, in this thing.

As a servant of the Church, many of you have known me several years, and my manner of behaving amongst you, especially in my native country, Virginia. I stand at your bar: testify against me. Have not I laboured among you, crying against all sin, night and day with many tears? Have I not taught you the same thing in private, both by precept and example, as well as in public—holiness to the Lord? Say,
Say, brethren, have I not gone through perils concerning this thing? Twice the clubs have been raised to beat me; once the pointed dagger was presented against me, but GOD protected me by a life-guard of the daughters of my people. Now my life is threatened; yet I must defend this truth, and hope that my testimony will be received among you, my brethren. Cannot I call for a cloud of witnesses, to declare against such wrong and cruelty, as necessarily follow negro-slavery?

Besides the holy prophets and apostles in their doctrine, and holy rule of living, what think ye of the primitive christians? Do they witness for or against me? They were all of one mind and heart or soul, and called nothing they possessed their own, (how much less their brethren!) but sold all they had, and divided it amongst their brethren. Can we believe that they at that time held slaves? Sold them amongst other property? I know we must believe the reverse. If ever they owned any bond-men, you may be sure they freed them instead of selling them. We read many things in church-history, and go there for many proofs, but we read nothing of slavery amongst them.

There are many mouths open against me, as if I were the only person who ever cried out against the evil practice of slavery. The British constitution abhors it: slavery cannot be introduced into England by any foreign law, no, nor have an existence there. The gentlemen who formed our bill of rights, call slavery an inhuman negative. Our revolution can be justified on no other principles. Our government stands on the basis of natural liberty, as the birthright of all human beings.

Our worthy gentlemen in the North begin to abhor it with hatred. I trust some of our Virginians do in their hearts disapprove of it. Several begin to declare against it. Some (a few) worthy men in our state have liberated their slaves. Several of our worthy members (in our church) have unleashed the heavy burdens. The Lord spare the people in Carolina, who refuse to give the honest Quakers liberty of conscience.

I could produce many more weighty testimonies, but I decline; only I must call upon that secret friend of mine in my reader's own breast. What need is there of any further witnesses to prove a matter so glaring to every man of sentiment?
COME now and let us reason together. Lay by all prejudice, confer not with flesh and blood, and we will investigate the substance of what has been said.

Believe me, my beloved brethren and countrymen, there is a vast difference between common servitude, and the odious manner in which we use and treat these poor people in America, called slaves. When Christ insists that we must observe his laws, as well as rely on his gracious power, you fly to Moses for protection; but there is no shelter there. The great jubilee is now come, and all such national curses ought to be removed, by all who receive Christ. We are not Jews nor Moses' disciples. We must not pass by (under shelter of the Levitical laws) a poor wounded African, but endeavour, like the good Samaritan, to heal him. Consider, again, how Rome is called Babylon, (Rev. xviii.) for many transgressions; and one of her great crying sins was the odious commerce of the slave-trade—souls of men, or men who have souls capable of the image of God.

Be ye well assured, that so far as slavery prevails, so far is the community defective in answering the noble purposes of society. Brethren! do me justice; lay open this evil in its native colours, and surely you will agree that it deserves the abhorrence of every feeling, every good man.

However we may be disaffected to the Roman clergy, let this be remembered to their credit, that they used all their influence on their converts to procure the manumission of their slaves, and wonderfully effected it in many places.

Had Great-Britain reaped no other advantage from the establishment of Christianity, but the abolition of slavery, this social benefit itself would have been great. They remember how the spirit of industry revived, and how manufactures and trade flourished, when vassalage ceased. But, alas! did they send the curse of slavery into America? And do we hear that it still exists in the British islands? Reproachful tale! Good Lord, remove it.—Now we have it in our power, let us render these states rich and strong, by recovering to society the poor sons of Africa.

I cannot see what we can set our foot upon, when we contend for slavery; surely not on the Rock—Christ. A fool
Regard cannot be imprisoned here by or on the authority of a law existing in his own country, much less enslaved with all his posterity. No person can be committed to prison by a law that is now obsolete or repealed. No cause can be carried by an attorney, on laws not now in existence. When were the Levitical laws, which were instituted for the Jews, adopted by the gospel, and made a part of the glorious gospel-reformation and great year of universal jubilee? You may be certified of the difference between a common servant and a slave. England abounds with servants, but abhors slavery. Christ took on him the form of a willing servant, but not of an involuntary slave. He has many servants, of whom I am one, but he has no slaves. His servants feel their obligations, and when they have done all, have only done their duty. Rational servitude is regulated by laws of justice and equity suitable to the state of servants. But it is not so with us: laws can be instituted for horned cattle or wild deer. Pity can be shown towards the motherless bleating fawns, but no pity towards poor slaves! No, hardly so much as one small restraint is laid on the most unfeeling wretch! Nor can the silent tears of tender relatives at public sales (loud cries are forbad by servile fear) reach the hearts of our christians!

O thou who hearest the young ravens, pity those who have no comforter. O ye ministers of state, let your clemency bear with me. We once presented a petition, respecting the poor outcasts of men, founded upon the constitution; and at the same time there was another offered in opposition, designating that the door of mercy should be shut. We still continue to desire that your superior power would assist us in carrying on this labour of justice and love. Many of our worthy citizens mourn to see thousands, men of like passions with themselves, for no just cause, dragging the yoke of slavery. You tolerate all the evils which attend it! "O earth, cover not their blood!" Do not our prudent, sensible people shudder; lest one day it should be repaid to our dear children? O let timely repentance and reformation prevent it! I tremble to write what I fear! Were it lawful, I could with my whole family, being renewed by grace, corporis before me; could I think the evil would never be removed, but by such a judgment! My soul meditates terror! Clouds are gathering at a distance: thunders not yet discharged, rumbling, roar from Sinai and Zion! Arbitrary power over the unalienable rights of thousands prevails!
For us to affirm that slavery harmonizes with the Spirit and religion of Jesus Christ, is—blasphemy! it is so opposite to his glorious, gracious mission, and so flatly contradicts his divine nature and doctrine.

Many of our citizens are blinded to the evil of slavery by the words, "Servants, be obedient." They conclude, there can be no distinction between that and "slaves, be obedient." When the former only yield to serve on conditions; but the latter are deprived of liberty, and the privilege of acquiring property, and their work is servile drudgery.

Let him that readeth understand. "Art thou called, being a servant, care not for it,"—that is, rejoice that thou art Christ's freemen. "Be patient; yet, if providence ever opens a way for your freedom, " use it." If any are hired servants, or covenant, &c. if your master be evil, shew the meek, the Christian spirit, and adorn your profession. Let none think that religion teaches men to be idle, proud or rebellious. And you, Christian masters, pay up those labourers, who reap down your fields. Give them full wages, agreeable to contrast, and equal to their labour; and now having become Christians, leave off threatening. If the scripture forbids a master to threaten a servant whom he hath to reward, must we suffer our members to cut and strip slaves who labour for nought? St. James charged some professed with the sin of oppression, for holding back the money due to the hired servants, and called it a crying sin, ch. v. but our Virginians look upon themselves insulted if they come under the character of oppressors, who keep thousands under servile oppression. We ought according to St. Paul's order, to work with our own hands, or we ought to reward the hands who labour for us. Thus we should do, as we would be done by. Every one desires the value of his labour. Each one would with and desire, (if he had been deprived of his natural rights and liberty) to have them restored. Reader! ye, and do as thou wouldest be done by; and no longer pass by those miserable objects, trodden under foot, robbed and wounded, under the plea of your text of the Levitical laws, (which no more concern the matter in debate, than the laws of Germany affect America;) but like a Christian, heal, relieve; and comfort them. Though your fore-fathers were led and robbed them, it lies upon you to deliver them. Suppose it should cost you a few...
A few miles, the Lord will repay you at the resurrection of the just. Many of our poor slaves are members of Christ's body, as much as we; yes, and joined to the Lord by the same spirit; and inasmuch as ye do an act of kindness to one of these, you do it to Christ. O for the love that you bear to Jesus Christ, let his members have their liberty! Let his children go, that they may serve him.

If it be a divine precept to feel for those of our brethren who are in bondage, certainly we ought to deliver them, if it be in our power; otherwise it would be dissimulation to pretend to feel part of their burdens. Shall we never cease to pervert the holy Scriptures, and deprive our brethren of the most valuable civil privilege on earth, and degrade the most glorious part of the creation, by calling them property, as cattle! Such property is exceeding dangerous to society, and by no means conducive to the improvement of manufactures and commerce; or in any ways servicable to a virtuous and free people. The benevolent purposes of laws ought not thus to be overturned; terror is fallen on the innocent, while those who tempt GOD, are delivered!

The duty of a christian to an illiterate heathen, is to love and instruct him, and by all means to strive to bring him to Christ; remembering the hole of the pit, from whence we are all dug.

'Tis a pity that we should thus expose ourselves, by striving to justify our practice of Negro-Slavery, by a former national law which punished the rebellious nations that hated GOD and his laws. 'Tis a practice; when judiciously investigated, so replete with horror, as to be shocking, even when viewed as a punishment inflicted upon rebels against GOD. O be careful of offence against our great Legislator Jesus Christ: by enslaving your fellow creatures you virtually submit to the conduct and government of our common enemy. No soul can bear two legislatures, or he suse without one.

O my soul, envy not the oppressor, and choose none of his ways. "If defrauding a hired servant, is by the Holy Ghost called oppression, and it be said that GOD will be a swift witness against such, shall I dare to call Negro-Slavery by any other name than oppression? Can we suppose that GOD would destroy a nation or nations, without just cause, to do us a pleasure? 'Tis blasphemy! 'They are beaten, starved and tortured. They are of no name or title, incapable of any judicial
judicial protest in defence of their natural rights: in short, without remedy. Poor, unfortunate people, deprived of what we esteem better than life itself! They are judged by every man's law, condemned unheard! We may consider them as dead men, though our country is mostly supported by them! Where is the honest politician who dares to make a stand against what morality condemns? There is an eternal rule of right that runs through every dispensation.

I wish I could prevail upon my brethren to treat the tock in a serious light; and with me and many others they would view the odious, bloody system with the utmost horror! Does our constitution condemn the doctrine of non-resistance? I acknowledge that self-preservation is a law of nature, and would justify the hand that should stab a dagger into the heart of a tyrant, who was about to deprive him of life and liberty. But as vengeance belongeth to the Lord, be it faith, in my humble opinion, who leaves it in his hands. What shall I say? O slavery, thou base of Virginia! Whoever strives to support involuntary slavery, appears to me to be an enemy to the whole race of mankind: for if slavery be right, no man ought to murmur at being himself a vassal, or at seeing his sons and daughters under the yoke! Their blood is spilling, their lives wearing away by hardship. What would life be to me when deprived of liberty, and reduced to wretchedness? Poor people! What pen is able to set forth their corporal and mental sufferings? When the females are first crowded on board, nature teaches them modesty, but in spite of all show of resentment and all their weak efforts, they are exposed to the brutish, filthy sailors. Modesty blushes! Noble principles highly resent it! Every virtuous matron with her virgin daughters, must adjust me with all their perfect resentment; yes, they certainly cannot bear the thought! Men whose grace is not yet sufficient to balance their noble resentment, must feel their blood rise at such images! 'Tis enough to make such a man detest and abhor the human species, thus made up of victims and executioners! And were there no hope of amendment of such a constitution, they would wish in heart for an annihilation of the human species! "If there be a religion" (said a gentleman) "that is now in existence, which even by silence tolerates slavery, "its
"its pastors deserve to be massacred under the ruins of their altars."

You know, although you profess to be lovers of Jesus and his creatures, and that you ought not to have the faith or religion of Christ with respect of persons, yet your slaves are huddled together, male and female, without regard to sex or modesty—as cattle in the pen! Many of those who are nearly grown, yea, quite grown, are daily before your eyes, half-naked; the young as naked as when they came into this miserable world! I wonder the delicacy of our female sex does not oblige them to blush and shudder! What taste are you of? Or if it was miss Polly or miss Nancy who was to be thus exposed, who could brook it? Surely if you would give them their liberty, you might do better than this for soul and body. "They are so foolish, thievish and poor, yea, idle, that I cannot perceive they would be any better off." Every body knows, reward only sweetens labour. As for their ignorance, it is surely your shame and sin, that they have received so shocking an education. Your children would have been as foolish, thievish and poor, yea, idle, had they been raised after the same manner. Disgrace and want have brought them to be thieves.

You say, "they are poor and have nothing to begin upon, how can they live, if free?" This objection is stronger than all. They are the poorest people that ever mine eyes saw. You shall take every rag of clothing that is on a thousand, and put them in the road as free plunder, and hardly a free-man would alight from his horse to pick them up! But why such poverty? Where is all their labour that you have got? Your objections make your injustice only the more glaring. You are the cause of their poverty. Will you rob a man of his all, and then out of pity make a slave of him, because he has nothing to begin upon? Perhaps the grand objection dies here, "What shall we do?" Only let a gradual emancipation commence, from the pure love of GOD and man in our christian brethren, and that glorious example will influence the civil powers. Reward them for their labour; encourage good behaviour; subject them to your laws: let them have interest to study, and our country will not want hands to till the earth with comfort; their minds will be no longer so contracted: the activity of the magistrates will suppress the flagitiousness of white and black. The natural genius of the people will soon appear. There will
will be less perhaps of that luxurious weed tobacco, and more of that blessed grain which is the staff of human life; there will be no slaves, but many good servants; more farmers and fewer speculators; more agriculture and less idleness; cow-hide whips will be converted into shoes, and upstart slave-drivers will grasp the handle of the plough; manufactures will be carried on to perfection: every man will then be bound to his own country by the ties of interest and gratitude; and our nation will become the mart of nations and the garden of the Lord. Then the hands of faithful ministers who are not seeking filthy lucre, will be lifted up, whilst they cry, “Arise, shine, for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.”

The faith and love of the Lord’s people shall then be spoken of through the world. But the spirit that hardened Pharaoh’s heart still prevails. We demand their liberty; or rather, you cry in your heart, “this is not sent from GOD, you take too much upon you;” as if honesty, mercy, and the relative duties did not concern us; as if the captives’ groans and complaints could make no impression upon our hearts: your cry is, “Ye are idle.” I say, if you refuse to hold fast your iniquity, look back on the marks of GOD’s displeasure in all ages, upon nations who thus treated their fellow creatures! GOD first calls, then warns, and then visits! For this is certainly a crying sin!

The gospel for a long time has been propagated in America; even by zealous, spiritual men: and societies have been raised, which certainly enjoyed the consolations of the Spirit. Light and liberty are now come. Therefore, while we have opportunity, let us do good unto all men. Several have desired our rulers to repeal the act of liberation, but I hope they will even be wiser, than to shut the door that tolerates mercy, lest GOD shut the door of mercy against them eternally!

““There are several of our brethren who have departed this life, happily resigned, who left their people in bondage, when the law gave power to liberate.” True it is, that several have departed in this manner; but this I know, that not every one that faith Lord, Lord, or professest to be happy, and feels some comfort, while the Spirit, though grieved, abides with him, shall enter into the kingdom of Heaven. These things we will leave to GOD; if he winks...
at their ignorance, arising from the powerful prejudice of
education, happy are they. I know light rejected, brings
condemnation. Wherever their departed souls are, GOD
knoweth. Perhaps if you with your eyes opened; venture
upon their scandalous and dangerous examples, who gave away
their slaves by will, as they left the world, it may plunge
your souls into an eternal hell! Beware what you do, and
whose examples you follow. Look for the holiest examples,
if you wish to go safe. Phil. iii. 17.

Suppose that your slaves were to approach the room, when
you were about to make your last will; and say, "Master,
you now expect to die; we now begin to see that we have
been wronged by being held in slavery; your treatment
of us has been so tolerable that we have patiently borne it;
but we humbly beseech you to deliver us from the hands
of others: for the Lord's sake, before you die, remember
us and ours for ever." Could you raise your weak and
shaking hand, and lay it on your beating heart, and with
your stammering tongue say, "My friends, I do you no
wrong. Meet me at judgment, and there testify against
me, if I have defrauded any of you. I have not only
believed, but observed the holy, general gospel rules, what-
soever things were honest, just and equal, true, pure, lovely and
of good report among the holy, primitive saints. I am now
about to make my last will and testament, which last work
shall follow me to judgment, where GOD shall judge his people,
as I would that you should do to me and my posterity for ever,
had you the same authority. I now have done: therefore feeling
my conscience void of offence toward GOD and man, par-
sicularly towards you, poor, murmuring, discontented peo-
ple, I die in peace; Lord Jesus, receive my spirit!"

Reader, how dost thou feel?

"If it was a general thing through the states, I should have
no objection to let my slaves go." If it be right, you
should speedily do what your hand findeth to do; but if
emancipation be wrong, never follow the multitude to do
evil. What do such lame excuses indicate, but a species of
the pride of life, fearing your children will appear inferior
to others? You who feel not what I write, want: true poverty
of spirit as well as love: you have no more reason to hope
you are christians, than that you are arch-angels. Indeed
you have unspeakable reason to doubt of your sincerity; you

are tinctured with hypocrisy in the sight of him who searches the secrets of all hearts. You do but flatter with your lips, when you say, "thy will be done."

You know it is not altogether right. But as you believe at times that you feel real comfort, because the blessed Spirit has not departed, you conclude all is well: not feeling your soul under the condemnation of the law, you resist the light, and try to be content with as much religion as will just keep your soul (as you suppose) out of hell. This is nothing but self-love or self-interest. Interest is the motive in keeping of them. But if you believed it would destroy your soul, and shut you out of endless rest, you would give them up. So you may see, it is not from any noble principle, from any love to Christ or his cause, that you act thus. You have as much reason to believe that your love to the adorable Jesus is beyond that which his virgin mother, who bore him, ever felt towards him, as to believe you love him better than yourselves.

A man quite illiterate, might with as much propriety believe he was properly qualified for the place of the President of America, as you or any of you (who feel sensibly convinced by what is here laid down) that you are qualified for the kingdom of Heaven.

Again, there is as much reason to expect, that children can obtain a compleat education without using the proper means, as that christians can find out the perfect will of GOD concerning them, and be cleansed by the blood of the covenant from all filthines of flesh and spirit, while they draw back from the light, harden their troubled consciences, disobey their teachers, and daily grieve the Eternal Spirit!

You may as well conclude that a young man who lives an intemperate life, will never feel the sad effects of his bad-spent hours, because they do not come at once upon him, and break up his constitution; or that the consumption will never kill, because it is slow in its motions; as believe (when you have a conviction of the iniquity of Negro-Slavery) that you will obstinately hold your integrity to the end! GOD indeed may bear with you for a while, as he did with obstinate, murmuring Israel, who grieved the souls of their leaders.

Hearken, my beloved. I fear in time your grace or good desires will decline, till the whole be annihilated: or the unfruitful.
monstrous riddle will be revealed to me, viz. oppression and injustice shall scale the means of GOD.

From the dreadful prejudice of education, (you being brought up oppressor from your childhood, from the example of your parents,) you were taught to command with rage, threaten and despise. You conclude, perhaps, that it is your driver who is in fault, and what your tender feelings would bleed to do yourselves, you let a wicked, unfeeling wretch to do for you, even stripping off the flesh with small cords, and gadding it with cow-skins and switches, till the blood trickles down to their heels!

Let not my beloved brethren behold me as an enemy, because I tell them the truth. My conscience tells me witnesses in the Holy Ghost this moment, while I secretly appeal to the Searcher of Hearts, that I love you, yea, your souls are more to me than honour, ease, or all the world. My heart's desire and prayer to GOD is, that your souls may be saved. For this I spend my all, but you grieve me sorely, because you keep my brethren in bondage.

Perhaps, for my love to mankind, you can speak lightly of one who labours in the word and doctrine. Many of you have been quickened through my instrumentality, who now perhaps can mention my name with contempt, and strengthen the hands of my persecutors. The time has been that my name (as unworthy as it is) was mentioned with respect. If you could even have spared your eyes, I might have had them. Yet one thing comforts me; I can appeal to my brethren and fathers with whom I have had sweet communion in Christ, how holily in behaviour and conversation I have behaved myself; how tender I have been with all who behaved well before me: Prove all things, before you condemn. Try the point in hand, by the standard of justice and equity: try it by the principles of mercy and love: try it by the rule of reason, and always observe that no process can be just, unless it be reasonable. Try it by the natural rights of mankind: try it by the affinity of blood, Acts, ch. xvii. 26: try it by human feelings: try it by our own constitution, founded on the natural rights of mankind: try it by heathen honesty, and in all these you will be cast.

Consider well what I have written; bear with my plainness. Look over my weakness and low manner of arguing; for if no other man will stoop to answer such low objections, I must
must and have. As to the substance of these assertions, in respect to their pure truth,—I challenge every critic on earth. Let Jesus stand on my right hand, and I believe the very devil himself would not tell me to my face, that slavery is just in the sight of GOD! Distant thunders have threatened me from the devil’s synagogue. Hard looks from some of my beloved Methodists have often brought my spirit low. Yet none of these things make me desert the truth; neither count I my life too dear, so that I lose it as a patient martyr for the sake of truth. Brethren, you have a new name; be uniform, and show the new nature.

Climb this one mountain, brethren, and perhaps you may never meet with so great a one, between this and the Holy Land. Come, my beloved, let us proclaim the great jubilee! GOD will provide for your dear children, and also for Hagar and her son: your poor blacks will (several of them) remain with you as hired servants for a season, perhaps for life. The young ones will not be out of your family for many years. Only break the yoke of oppression, and treat them as your fellow-creatures; instruct them, and give them part of their toil.

If your present situation is such that you cannot liberate your captives without defrauding your creditors, or reducing your family into distress; acknowledge the wrong detention, converse with your dear preachers who feel for you, and emancipate them in a more gradual manner; and we shall rejoice to see your sincerity, and acknowledge you as dear brethren in Christ. Brethren, have faith in GOD. Prove him with your free-will offering, before it is extorted from you by civil authority; a blot which time would not wipe away from the church! Some I hope are in the spirit of liberty, whose fruits are not yet seen. O children, you are the cause of your fathers’ bequeathing as slaves the purchase of Christ’s blood. O fall on your knees at their bedside, and intreat them to run no risk for you, lest the Holy Ghost leave them; lest by giving away GOD’s people, they excommunicate themselves from the church, when they enter into eternity; lest the unjust man’s hope perish at the giving up of the ghost, and he that refused the light, sink into eternal darkness. There perhaps they will curse a wife that opposed them, and children who overcame them, and feel the oppressive yoke of the merciless devil to eternity! I was
you, my sisters, and you the sweet babes of a loving parent; have no hand in damming the soul of my brother.

What shall I say? Time fails me. But before I drop my pen, and commend my weak endeavours to the blessing of GOD, let me address myself to the preachers of the gospel.

Regular soldiers of Christ, arise, and put your armour on! Help us, ye sons of liberty; send up your daily prayers. Hold up our hands, whilst we meet the sons of night who face damnation, as if they would take hell by violence, and conquer the king of the bottomless pit, and enslave all its fiery inhabitants. I dread your crowns more than all their threatenings. Some of them are under violent temptations to withdraw from us, and venture eternal for temporal things. The Lord knows, they are in great danger of falling short of the promises left them! Pray, and pray, and converse with them in love. You will lose esteem, but may save many a soul. He that seeks only the praise of GOD, looks upon applause as air. Perhaps you will be permitted to suffer sometimes for food or raiment, which you know is all we ask for. But he that only seeks the interest of Christ, regards none of those things. To save souls is our work, and GOD is our portion for ever. Like Moses, let us lay down our honour at the feet of Jesus, and venture on the wrath of the wicked, and be willing to suffer affliction with the despised people of GOD.

Let us ransack the sweet bowels of Christ for arguments. Let us venture nearer to GOD through Christ than ever we did. His arm is not shortened. Let us persuade the Lord to conquer our people by the power of religion, and not to give them up to the curse of judicial blindness. Let us never doubt the Almighty. Lay all your shoulders to the mountain of slavery. I believe I am leaning now on the main pillars on which it stands. If GOD would give me power, I would now till my heart broke, so it could be to the destruction of his bloody oppression. I would even die as Samson did! But O, how weak I feel my faith at times; yet, at other times, yea, even now, I have scarcely a doubt. Let us with all love and christian prudence pursue on; some we need not fear, will every year he delivered, and this labour of love shall meet its reward at the retribution of the just. Therefore let us not suffer ourselves to be overcome in this glorious work, nor, like as timorous birds to the distant mountains, the laws of heaven and earth are on our side! Call upon the dear
Dear local preachers to fly to our assistance! 'The people look much at them. O that they may consider that an error in practice is as dangerous to souls as false doctrine. How can they see their own dear brethren in need, and shut up the bowels of their compassion? O that their silence may no longer add to my affliction.

David was not suffered to build the temple, because of blood: and shall we build up Zion with blood? I perfectly hate the gain of oppression, and yet we must needs go out of our country to get clear of it. You can cope with all their grovelling objections to liberty, when you consider the justice of the cause and the precepts of the gospel.

Help, dear servants of the Most High, to open the way of salvation: and remember that eternal salvation is promised only to those who believe and obey. Those who reject our counsel, will certainly find sooner or later that it is rejecting the counsel of the Lord against themselves! A certain person in our church lately told me, that her soul had nearly departed from GOD, in resisting the light in this respect. O dear local brethren, help in this good work. Beware of a separation from us, unless you wish to join the enemy in doing that which he cannot do, unless some of us assist him. If you love GOD, your neighbours, families and country; if you regard the unborn generations, strive together with us for the itinerant plan, while it is called “to-day.”

You, my dear preachers and members of our society, who have made a willing sacrifice for the gospel sake—You I love with a pure heart, fervently. Fear not: the Lord will provide; he will not leave or forsake you in distress. I have been young, and now am old, but never saw the just man forsaken, or his children begging their bread. Your Father knows what you want. Prudently use the means, and never be anxiously distressed for to-morrow. GOD can restore what the war, drought and insects have destroyed; GOD bless you with the丰ness of heaven! I bless you in the name of the Lord. Your temporal and eternal concerns shall lie near my heart. Had I only one sixpence, and your children needed it, freely would I divide it. “Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.” GOD hath said it, and he cannot lie. I behold the image of your heavenly Father in you, and I love it. You hate the gain of oppression. When devouring, everlasting burning rules the lamentable
Inevitable cry of the impenitent sinners and hypocrites, you shall dwell in the munition of rocks; bread shall be given you; your waters shall not fail; you shall see the King in his beauty, and behold the new Jerusalem, and the gates open to receive a righteous people who have kept and obeyed the truth, instead of trusting to a refuge of lies.

Stand fast, my dear people: we live, if you stand fast. This is feeding the hungry, cloathing the naked, in the highest sense. The blessing of them who were ready to perish, will daily fall upon you. The unborn race of the poor blacks will bless the remembrance of you. Thousands will stand around you at the last day, praising GOD for the grace given you. Your seed shall inherit the earth, while proud oppressors will be cut off. Your souls are knit to mine; I have you always in mine heart, to live and die with you.

Yet, let us remember, that after we have done all, we are poor unprofitable servants; we have only done our duty, and have cause to mourn at our short-comings. We have reason to repent of the long and wrong detention of our slaves. Our business is not only to free them, but to do all we can, respecting their souls and bodies. Our land is still a field of blood! Join your fervent prayers with mine. O dear Jesus, let beams dart from thy benevolent eyes into the hearts of our countrymen, and soften their spirits. Disperse, disperse the thick gloomy cloud of errors, lest all the innocent blood of those people fall from first to last upon this generation!

We are pained at small matters: we strain at gnats, while camels choke us not. O Lord, we confess our sins, and the sins of our fore-fathers; but, O merciful GOD, cast us not away from thy presence, neither take thy Holy Spirit from us! Turn us, O GOD, and we shall be turned. Save us from wicked and unreasonable men. Hasten the time of deliverance. O Almighty Goodness; hear the groans of my poor brethren; behold their blood spilling like water! How long will the bowels of a tender parent bear it? O let Infinite Mercy regard our cries! Yield, O yield, dear Jesus, to point out some gracious way for their deliverance. Gird on thy spiritual sword, Almighty Jesus, and let celestial beams of light, mingled with divine love, dart into the hearts of our dear people! Triumph gloriously, O Prince of Love and Peace, over all our stubborn hearts! O thou desire of all nations, remember poor Africa, and her miserable sons in America!
America! Moses' disciples chastized thy enemies with rods, but Christians chastize thy friends with scorpions! Thou truth suffers, Lord Jesus, and so do thy creatures; yea, many of thy disciples. O Eternal Light, that didst strike down Saul, beam into our people's hearts, and let them find they are afflicting thee! O Almighty Goodness, forgive, for surely they do not yet rightly know what they do!

I expect but little thanks from man for this labour of love; but if it may be seriously read over once or twice; and if the public will pardon my freedom in propagating the truth in the love of it; and believe that my sorrowful soul is clear of bitterness—But above all, if GOD be glorified, the poor slaves liberated, and the souls of my brethren saved, I shall not lose my labour; but ascribe all the praise and honour to GOD the Father, Son and Holy Ghost for ever and ever.
ESSAY
ON
Negro - Slavery.

BY ANOTHER HAND.

A M IDST the infinite variety of moral and political subjects, proper for public commentation, it is truly surprising, that one of the most important and affecting should be so very generally neglected. An encroachment on the smallest civil or religious privilege, shall fan the enthusiastic flame of liberty, till it shall extend over vast and distant regions, and violently agitate a whole continent. But the cause of humanity shall be basely violated, justice shall be wounded to the heart, and national honour, deeply and lasting polluted, and not a breath or murmur shall arise, to prevent the prevailing quietness, or to rouse the feelings of indignation against such general, extensive, and complicated iniquity.—To what cause are we to impute this frigid silence—this torpid indifference—this cold inanimated conduct of the otherwise warm and generous Americans? Why do they remain inactive, amidst the groans of injured humanity, the thrill and distressing complaints of expiring justice, and the keen remorse of polluted integrity?—Why do they not rise up to assert the cause of GOD and the world, to drive the fiend injustice into remote and distant regions, and to exterminate oppression from the face of the fair fields of America?

When the united colonies revolted from Great Britain, they did it upon this principle, "that all men are by nature and of right ought to be free."—After a long, successful, and glorious struggle for liberty, during which they manifested the firmest attachment to the rights of mankind, can they so soon forget the principles that then governed their determinations?
tions? Can Americans, after the noble contempt they expressed for tyrants, meanly descend to take up the scourge? Blush, ye revolting colonies! for having apostatized from your own principles.

Slavery, in whatever point of light it is considered, is repugnant to the feelings of nature, and inconsistent with the original rights of man. It ought therefore to be stigmatized for being unnatural; and detested for being unjust. 'Tis an outrage to providence, and an affront offered to divine Majesty, who has given to man his own peculiar image. — That the Americans, after considering the subject in this light—after making the most manly of all possible exertions in defense of liberty—after publishing to the world the principles upon which they contended, viz. "that all men are by nature and of right ought to be free," should still retain in subjection a numerous tribe of the human race, merely for their own private use and emolument, is, of all things, the strongest inconsistency, the deepest reflection on our conduct, and the most abandoned apostacy that ever took place, since the Almighty first spoke into existence this habitable world. So flagitious a violation can never escape the notice of a just Creator, whose vengeance may be now on the wing, to disseminate and hurl the arrows of destruction.

In what light can the people of Europe consider America, after the strange inconsistency of her conduct? Will they not consider her as an abandoned and deceitful country? In the hour of calamity, she petitioned Heaven to be propitious to her cause. Her prayers were heard. Heaven pitied her distress, smiled on her virtuous exertions, and vanquished her afflictions. The ungrateful creature forgets this timely assistance—no longer remembers her own sorrows—but basely commences oppressor in her turn.—Beware America!—pause—and consider the difference between the mild effulgence of approving Providence, and the angry countenance of incensed Divinity!

The importation of slaves into America, ought to be a subject of the deepest regret, to every benevolent and thinking mind—And one of the greatest defects in the federal system, is the liberty it allows on this head. Venerable in every thing else, it is injudicious here; and it is to be much deplored, that a system of so much political perfection, should be stained with any thing that does an outrage to human nature. As a door, however, is open to amendment, for the sake of distressed
tressed humanity, of injured national reputation, and the glory of doing so benevolent a thing, I hope some wife and virtuous patriot will advocate the measure, and introduce an alteration in that pernicious part of the government. So far from encouraging the importation of slaves, and countenanc- ing that vile traffic in human flesh; the members of the late continental convention should have seized the happy opportun- ity of prohibiting forever, this cruel species of reproabed villainy.—That they did not do so, will for ever diminish the lustre of their other proceedings, so highly exalted, and so justly distinguished, for their intrinsic value.—Let us for a moment, contrast the sentiments and actions of the Europeans on this subject, with those of our own countrymen. In France, the warmth, and most animated exertions are making, in order to introduce the entire abolition of the slave-trade; and in England, many of the first characters of that country, advan- cate the same measure, with an enthusiastic philanthropy. The prime minister himself is at the head of that society; and no- thing can equal the ardour of their endeavours, but the glo- rious goodness of the cause.—Will the Americans allow the people of England to get the start of them in acts of humani- ty? Forbid it shame!

The practice of stealing, or bartering for human flesh, is pregnant with the most glaring turpitude, and the blackest barbarity of disposition.—For, can any one say, that this is doing as he would be done by? Will such a practice stand the scrutiny of this great rule of moral government? Who can without the complicated emotions of anger and impatience, suppose himself in the predicament of a slave! Who can bear the thoughts of his relations being torn from him by a savage enemy; carried to distant regions of the habitable world; never more to return; and treated there, as the unhappy Africans are, in this country? Who can support the reflection of his father—his mother—his sister—or his wife—perhaps his children—being barbarously snatched away by a foreign invader, without the prospect of ever beholding them again? Who can reflect upon their being afterwards publickly exposed to sale—obliged to labour with unwearied assiduity—and, because all things are not possible to be performed, by persons so unaccustomed to robust exercise, scourged with all the rage and anger of malignity, until their unhappy car- ses are covered with ghastly wounds, and frightful contusions? Who
Who can reflect on these things, when applying the case to himself, without being chilled with horror, at circumstances so extremely shocking?—Yet hideous as this concise and imperfect description is, of the sufferings sustained by many of our slaves, it is nevertheless true; and so far from being exaggerated falls infinitely short of a thousand circumstances of distress, which have been recounted by different writers on the subject, and which contribute to make their situation in this life, the most absolutely wretched, and completely miserable, that can possibly be conceived.—In many places in America, the slaves are treated with every circumstance of rigorous inhumanity, accumulated hardship, and enormous cruelty.—Yet, when we take them from Africa, we deprive them of a country which GOD hath given them for their own; as free as we are, and capable of enjoying that blessing. Like pirates, we go to commit devastation on the coast of an innocent country, and among a people who never did us wrong.

An invariable, avaricious desire to accumulate riches, cooperating with the spirit of luxury and injustice seems to be the leading cause of this peculiarly degrading and ignominious practice. Being once accustomed to subsist without labour, we become soft and voluptuous; and rather than afterwards forego the gratification of our habitual indolence and ease, we countenance the infamous violation, and sacrifice at the shrine of cruelty, all the finer feelings of elevated humanity.

Considering things in this view, there surely can be nothing more justly reprehensible or disgusting, than the extravagant finery of many country people's daughters. It hath not been at all uncommon to observe as much gauze, lace and other trappings on one of those country maidens, as hath employed two or three of her father's slaves for twelve months afterwards, to raise tobacco to pay for. 'Tis an ungrateful reflection, that all this finery and affected finery, can only be supported by the sweat of another person's brow, and consequently, only by lawful rapine and injustice. If these young females could devote as much time from their amusement, as would be necessary for reflection; or, was there any person of humanity at hand who would inculcate the indecency of this kind of extravagance, I am persuaded they have hearts good enough to reject, with disdain, the momentary pleasure of making a figure, in behalf of the rational and laud
ing delight of contributing by their forbearance, to the happiness of so many thousand individuals.

In Maryland, where slaves are treated with as much lenity, as, perhaps, they are anywhere, their situation is to the last degree ineligible. They live in wretched huts, that scarcely secure them from the inclemency of the weather; sleep on the ashes or on straw; wear the coarsest clothing and subsist on the most ordinary food that the country produces. In all things, they are subject to their master’s absolute command: and, of course, have no will of their own. Thus circumstanced, they are subject to great brutality and are often treated with it. In particular instances, they may be better provided for in this state, but this suffices for a general description. But in the Carolinas, and in the island of Jamaica, the cruelties that have been wantonly exercised on those miserable creatures, are without a precedent in any other part of the world. If those who have written on the subject may be believed, it is not uncommon there, to tie a slave up, and whip him to death.

On all occasions impartiality in the distribution of justice should be observed. The little state of Rhode-Island hath been reproached by the other states, for refusing to enter into measures respecting a new general government: and so far it is admitted that she is culpable. But if she is worthy of blame in this respect, she is entitled to the highest admiration for the philanthropy, justice and humanity, she hath displayed, respecting the subject I am treating on. She hath passed an act prohibiting the importation of slaves into that state, and forbidding her citizens to engage in the infamous traffic. So striking a proof of her strong attachment to the rights of humanity, will rescue her name from oblivion, and bid her live in the good opinion of distant and unborn generations.

Slavery, unquestionably, should be abolished, particularly in this country; because it is inconsistent with the declared principles of the American revolution. The sooner, therefore, we set about it, the better. Either we should set all our slaves at liberty, immediately, and colonize them in the western territory; or, we should immediately take measures for the gradual abolition of it, so that it may become a known, and fixed point, that, ultimately, universal liberty, in these united states, shall triumph.—This is the least we can do, in order
order to evince our sense of the irreparable outrages we have committed, to wipe off the odium we have incurred, and to give mankind a confidence again, in the justice, liberality, and honour of our national proceedings.

It would not be difficult to shew, were it necessary, that America would soon become a richer and more happy country, provided this step was adopted. That corrosive anguish of persevering in anything improper, which now embitters the enjoyment of life, would vanish as the mist of a foggy morn doth before the rising sun; and we should find as great a dissimilarity between our present situation, and that which would succeed to it, as subsists between a cloudy winter, and a radiant spring.—Besides, our lands would not be then cut down for the support of a numerous train of useless inhabitants—useless, I mean to themselves, and effectually so to us, by encouraging sloth and voluptuousness among our young farmers and planters, who might otherwise know how to take care of their money, as well as how to dissipate it.—In all other respects, I conceive them to be as valuable as we are—as capable of worthy purposes, and to possess the same dignity that we do, in the estimation of providence; although, the value of their work apart, for which we are dependent on them, we generally consider them as good for nothing, and, accordingly, treat them with the greatest neglect.

But, be it remembered, that their cause is the cause of heaven; and that the Father of them as well as of us, will not fail, at a future settlement, to adjust the account between us, with a dreadful attention to justice.

Up a no better principle do we plunder the coasts of Africa, and bring away its wretched inhabitants as slaves, than that, by which the greater fish swallows up the lesser. Superior power seems only to produce superior brutality; and that weakness and imbecility, which ought to engage our protection, and interest the feelings of social benevolence in behalf of the defenceless, seems only to provoke us to acts of illiberal outrage and unmanly violence.

The practice, which has been followed by the English nation, since the establishment of the slave-trade—I mean that of stirring up the natives of Africa against each other, with a view of purchasing the prisoners mutually taken in battle, must strike the humane mind with sentiments of the deepest abhorrence, and confer on that people a reproach, as lasting as time itself.
It is surprising, that the eastern world did not unite, to discourage a custom so diabolical in its tendency, and to exterminate a species of oppression, which humbles the dignity of all mankind. But this torpid inattention can only be accounted for, byadverting to the savage disposition of the times, which countenanced cruelties, unheard of at this enlightened period. That rudeness of demeanour, and brutality of manner, which had been introduced into Europe by those swarms of barbarians that overwhelmed it from the north, had hardly begun to dissipate before the enlightened sun of civilization, when this infernal practice first sprang up into existence. Before this distinguished era of refined barbarity, the sons of Africa were in possession of all the mild enjoyments of peace—all the pleasing delights of uninterrupted harmony—and all the diffusive blessings of profound tranquillity. Boundless must be the punishment which an irritated Providence will inflict on those, whose wanton cruelty has prompted them to destroy this fair arrangement of nature—this flowery prospect of human felicity! Ingulphed in the dark abyss of never-ending misery, they shall in bitterness atone for the stab thus given to human nature; and, in anguish unutterable, expiate crimes, for which nothing less than eternal sufferings can make adequate retribution!—Equally iniquitous is the practice of robbing that country of its inhabitants; and equally tremendous will be the punishment. The voice of injured thousands, who have been violently torn from their native country, and carried to distant and inhospitable climes—the bitter lamentations of the wretched, helpless female—the cruel, agonizing sensations of the husband, the father, and the friend—will ascend to the throne of Omnipotence, and, from the elevated heights of heaven, cause him, with the whole force of almighty vengeance, to hurl the guilty perpetrators of those inhuman deeds, down the steep precipice of inevitable ruin, into the bottomless gulps of final, irremediable, and endless destruction!

Ye sons of America, forbear!—Consider the dire consequence that will attend the prosecution of a practice, against which the all-powerful God of nature holds up his hands, and loudly proclaims, "desist!"

In the insolence of self-consequence, we are accustomed to esteem ourselves and the christian powers of Europe, the only civilized people on the globe; the rest, without distinction, we presumptuously denominate barbarians. But,—when the prac—
abound with examples of exalted heroism, refined policy, and sympathetic humanity. Yet now the prospect begins to change; and all the splendour of this august assemblage, will soon be overcast by sudden and impenetrable clouds; and American greatness be obliterated and swallowed up, by one enormity. Slavery diffuses the gloom, and calls around us the deepest shade of approaching darkness. No longer shall the united states of America be famed for liberty. Oppression pervades their bowels; and while they exhibit a fair exterior to other parts of the world, they are nothing more than “painted sepulchres,” containing within them nothing but rottenness and corruption.

Ye voluptuous, ye opulent and great, who hold in subjection such numbers of your fellow-creatures, and suffer these things to happen—beware! Reflect on the lamentable change, that may, at a future period, take place against you. Arraigned before the almighty Sovereign of the universe, how will you answer the charge of such complicated enormity? The presence of those slaves, who have been lost, for want of your instruction, and by means of your oppression, shall make you dart deeper into the flames, to avoid their just reproaches, and seek out for an asylum, in the hidden corners of perdition.

Many persons of opulence in Virginia, and the Carolinas, treat their unhappy slaves with every circumstance of the coolest neglect, and the most deliberate indifference. Surrounded with a numerous train of servants, to contribute to their personal ease, and wallowing in all the luxurious plenitude of riches, they neglect the wretched source, whence they draw this profusion. Many of their negroes, on distant estates, are left to the entire management of inhuman overseers, where they suffer for the want of that very sustenance, which at the proprietor’s seat of residence, is wastefully given to the dogs. It frequently happens, on those large estates, that they are not clothed, till the winter is nearly expired, and then, the most valuable only are attended to; the young and the labor-worn, having no other allowance, in this respect, than the tattered garments, thrown off by the more fortunate. A single peck of corn a week, or the like measure of rice, is the ordinary quantity of provision for a hard-working slave; to which a small quantity of meat is occasionally, tho’ rarely, added. While those miserable degraded persons, thus scantily
ly sufFer, all the produce of their unweary’d toil, is taken away to satiate their rapacious master. He, devoted wretch! thoughtless of the sweat and toil with which his wearied, exhausted dependants procure what he extravagantly distributes; not contented with the ordinary luxuries of life, is, perhaps, planning, at the same time, some improvement on the voluptuous art.—Thus he sets up two carriages instead of one; maintains twenty servants, when a fourth part of that number are more than sufficient to discharge the business of personal attendance; makes every animal, proper for the purpose, bleed around him, in order to supply the gluttonous profusion of his table; and generously gives away what his slaves are pining for; those very slaves, whose labour enables him to display this liberality!—No comment is necessary, to expose the peculiar folly, ingratitude, and infamy of such execrable conduct.

But the custom of neglecting those slaves, who have been worn out in our service, is unhappily found to prevail, not only among the more opulent, but thro’ the more extensive round of the middle and inferior ranks of life. No better reason can be given for this base inattention, than, that they are no longer able to contribute to our emolument. With singular dishonour, we forget the faithful instrument of past enjoyment, and when, by length of time, it becomes debilitated, it is, like a withered stalk, ungratefully thrown away.

Our slaves unquestionably have the strongest of all claims upon us, for protection and support; we having compelled them to involuntary servitude, and deprived them of every means of protecting or supporting themselves. The injustice of our conduct, and barbarity of our neglect, when this reflection is allowed to predominate, become so glaringly conspicuous, as even to excite, against ourselves, the strongest emotions of detestation and abhorrence.

To whom are the wretched sons of Africa to apply for redress, if their cruel master treats them with unkindness? To whom can they resort for protection, if he is base enough to refuse it to them? The law is not their friend;—alas! too many statutes are enacted against them. The world is not their friend;—the iniquity is too general and extensive. No one who hath slaves of his own, will protect those of another, lest the practice should be retorted. Thus, when their masters
practices above mentioned come to be deliberately considered—when, added to these, we take a view of the proceedings of the English in the East-Indies, under the direction of the late Lord Clive, and remember what happened in the streets of Bengal and Calcutta—when we likewise reflect on our American mode of driving, butchering, and exterminating the poor defenseless Indians, the native and lawful proprietors of the soil—we shall acknowledge, if we possess the smallest degree of candour, that the appellation of barbarian does not belong to them alone. While we continue those practices, the term Christian will only be a burlesque expression, signifying no more, than that it ironically designates the rudest set of barbarians that ever disgraced the hands of their Creator. We have the precepts of the gospel for the government of our moral deportment, in violation of which those outrageous wrongs are committed: but they have no such modifying influence among them, and only adhere to the simple dictates of reason and natural religion, which they never violate.

Might not the inhabitants of Africa, with still greater justice, on their side, than we have on ours, cross the Atlantic, seize our citizens, carry them into Africa, and make slaves of them, provided they were able to do it? But should this be really the case, every corner of the globe would reverberate with the sound of African oppression; so loud would be our complaint, and so “feeling our appeal” to the inhabitants of the world at large. We should represent them as a lawless, piratical set of unprincipled robbers, plunderers, and villains, who basely prostituted the superior power and information, which God had given them for worthy purposes, to the vilest of all ends. We should not hesitate to say, that they made use of those advantages, only to infringe every dictate of justice; to trample under foot every suggestion of principle, and to spurn, with contempt, every right of humanity.

The Algerines are reproved, all the world over, for their unlawful depredations; and stigmatized as pirates, for their unreasonable exactions from foreign nations. But, the Algerines are no greater pirates than the Americans; nor are they a race more destructive to the happiness of mankind. The depredations of the latter on the coasts of Africa, and upon the innocent Indians’ territory, make the truth of this assertion manifest. The piratical depredations of the Algerines appear to be a judgment from heaven upon the nations, to punish their perjury.
perfidy and atrocious violations of justice; and never did any people more justly merit the scourge, than the Americans, on whom it seems to fall with peculiar and reiterated violence. When they yoke our citizens to the plough, and compel them to labour in that degrading manner, they only retaliate on us for similar barbarities. For Algiers is a part of the same country, whose helpless inhabitants we are accustomed to carry away. But the English and Americans cautiously avoid engaging with a warlike people, whom they fear to attack in a manner so base and unworthy; whilst the Algerines, more generous and courageous plunderers, are not afraid to make war on brave and well disciplined enemies, who are capable of making a gallant resistance.

Whoever examines into the condition of the slaves in America, will find them in a state of the most uncultivated rudeness. Not instructed in any kind of learning, they are grossly ignorant of all refinement, and have little else about them, belonging to the nature of civilized man, than the mere form. They are strangers to almost every idea, that doth not relate to their labour or their food; and, though naturally possessed of strong sagacity, and lively parts, are, in all respects, in a state of the most deplorable brutality. This is owing to the iron-hand of oppression, which ever crushes the bud of genius, and binds up in chains every expansion of the human mind.—Such is their extreme ignorance, that they are utterly unacquainted with the laws of the world—the injunctions of religion—their own natural rights, and the forms, ceremonies and privileges of marriage, originally established by the Divinity. Accordingly they live in open violation of the precepts of Christianity; and with as little formality or restriction as the brutes of the field, unite for the purpose of procreation. Yet this in a civilized country, and a most enlightened period of the world! The resplendent glory of the gospel is at hand, to conduct us in safety through the labyrinths of life. Science hath grown up to maturity, and is discovered to possess not only all the properties of solidity and strength, but likewise every ornament of elegance, and every embellishment of fancy. Philosophy hath here attained the most exalted height of elevation; and the art of government hath received such refinements among us, as hath equally astonisbed our friends, our enemies, and ourselves. In fine, no annals are more brilliant than those of America; nor do any more luxuriantly abound